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Join Cheryl and Bill Jamison, James Beard Award winners of The Big Book of Outdoor
Cooking and Entertaining, on a gastronomic tour around the worldAfter years of writing award-
winning cookbooks, renowned culinary experts Cheryl and Bill Jamison were ready to take a
break. So in the fall of 2005 they packed their bags, locked up their house in Santa Fe, and set
off on a three-month-long visit to ten countries—all on frequent-flier miles.Among their stops
were:BaliWhere they celebrated a second honeymoon in Ubud and encountered a rogue
monkeyAustraliaWhere they found the world's best breakfast sandwich and visited family-
owned wineriesThailandWhere they took a wild ride on an elephant in an enormous forest
reserveIndiaWhere they found themselves in the midst of Diwali, the Festival of
LightsChinaWhere they attended a banquet of local Chiu Chow cuisine that required hours of
preparation by the "Emeril of Chaozhou" and forty cooksSouth AfricaWhere they went on a
safari among rhinos, giraffes, and very hungry lionsBrazilWhere they soaked in the sun and
Creole flavors of the coastal town of SalvadorCombining the intelligence and humor of Anthony
Bourdain with the charm and insight of Frances Mayes, Around the World in 80 Dinners
transforms traveling into an unforgettable odyssey.

From Publishers WeeklyAfter years of painstaking planning, veteran cookbook authors Cheryl
and Bill Jamison (Smoke & Spice, American Home Cooking, The Big Book of Outdoor Cooking
and Entertaining) used all their frequent flier miles on a three-month global culinary tour,
chronicled in this charming travelogue. Beginning in Bali, the couple traveled to 10 different
countries during the fall of 2005, sampling the local cuisine and taking in the sights. Narrating
as "we," the Jamisons bring readers along as they dig into succulent jumbo crab at a hole in
the wall in Singapore, dine on a luxurious wood and rattan houseboat in India and tour
wineries in Australia; unfortunately, the spell is occasionally broken by awkward lapses into
third person. That aside, the Jamisons make for informative and inquisitive travel guides,
seeking out lesser-known establishments that capture the feel of each country. Though they
occasionally splurge on an upscale meal, the majority of their dining experiences are well
within the budgets of most travelers. Those interested in replicating legs of their journey will
find the book a welcome resource, including information on lodging, dining destinations and
not-to-be-missed cultural experiences (like the Carmen Miranda Museum in Brazil). For the
sedentary, the Jamisons have thoughtfully included a native recipe from each stop.Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistLoath to squander
frequent-flier miles on pointless excursions, the Jamisons organize a trip around the world to
sample the best foods the planet has to offer. Traveling a westerly route, they commence their
planetary banquet in Bali, with its unique island version of Hindu cookery. Fine wines enhance
the Australian dining experience. Singapore’s multiculturalism turns the days spent there into a
vast Asian banquet. South Africa offers an opportunity to savor such wild delights as smoked
zebra. No gastronomic journey being complete without a French stopover, the travelers revisit a
favorite Provençal inn. For each destination, the Jamisons offer a list of visited hotels and
restaurants and a particularly exemplary recipe. Anyone contemplating a similar
circumnavigation or other extensive, exotic travel will find here a trove of practical and
anecdotal information and encouragement along with useful recommendations for clothes,



luggage, and even medicines. --Mark Knoblauch --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorCheryl and Bill Jamison are the authors of more
than a dozen cookbooks and travel guides. They appear regularly on television, and are
frequent contributors to publications, including Cooking Light and Bon AppÉtit. They live just
outside of Santa Fe, New Mexico.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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Around the World in 80 DinnersThe Ultimate Culinary AdventureCheryl and Bill Jamison

For the Neale family:our daughter, Heather; son-in-law, J. B.;grandchildren, Riley, Bronwyn,
and Chloe;and the youngsters’ Flat Stanleys
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AcknowledgmentsIf we’ve had any success at all in relating our tale, much of the credit goes to
three talented and inspirational ladies. Our former editor Harriet Bell suggested we take a
pause from writing cookbooks and try our hands at a new genre, in which she gave us
important early guidance. Doe Coover, our hard-toiling agent, made us see and understand
some of our initial mistakes and how to correct them. Carolyn Marino, who took over as the
editor, went through our first draft with a sharp pencil and piercing insight, cutting extraneous
material and showing us what needed tightening. None of them, of course, shares any of the
blame for blunders that remain.We also want to thank Sam Daniel; Rebecca, the reservation
agent; and other employees at American Airlines who assisted us so ably in putting together
our flight plans for an around-the-world trip. In a modern take on medieval alchemy, they turned
frequent-flier miles on paper into fifty thousand actual miles with wings.

OFF TO EAT THE WORLDNOTHING SPOILS A DAY MUCH MORE THAN SAM DANIEL
CALLING TO SAY THAT you have too many legs.“Mr. Jamison?” he asks cheerfully when Bill
picks up the phone, signaling in one short breath that he’s a stranger we probably don’t want to
hear from.“Yes,” Bill answers warily, holding the phone askance.In a soothing, sonorous voice—
imagine Bill Clinton on Valium—Sam introduces himself and says, “I’m with American Airlines,
assigned to the office that coordinates AAdvantage award travel involving our partner carriers
in the ONEworld alliance. Our committee of all the airline representatives met yesterday and
reviewed the around-the-world Business Class itinerary you booked recently. We found that it
contains more than sixteen legs, or flight segments, the maximum permitted.”Bill is fully alert
now and determined to remain tactful, contrary to his natural instincts. “Sam, I’ve read all the
published rules for this kind of award travel many times, and they don’t include any limitation on
the number of legs.”“Yes, sir. It’s a new policy.”“Do you have it in writing somewhere so I can
review it?”“No, not yet, but the committee feels strongly about it.”Bill thinks back quickly to the
long conversation he had two days earlier with Rebecca, the perky international agent who
obligingly booked our three-month trip without a single protesting peep about the number of
flights. “Why didn’t Rebecca catch this? She’s clearly sharp and professional.”“She doesn’t
know about it yet. We haven’t had an opportunity to inform the reservation agents.”“Sam,” Bill
says in a slight slippage from the most diplomatic approach, “you sound like a decent and
intelligent guy. You don’t by any chance think I’m a total fool, do you, the kind of guy who might,
for instance, pay the delivery charge on a truckload of bullshit?”It’s either that or else a
crackpot committee has put him in an untenable jam, changing the award rules after a booking,
which of course he would not admit. Sam assures Bill that he doesn’t consider him a fool and
promises, “I’ll help you make adjustments as painlessly as possible.” Needing time to consider
the agony of amputating legs, Bill lies about an imminent appointment in town and schedules
another call with Sam later in the day.For us, this is the adventure of a lifetime, not the kind of



thing you want to see hacked to pieces in advance. For decades now, ever since each of us
spent a year studying and traveling in Europe during college, we’ve dreamed—separately at
first and then together—of circling the globe with enough time to genuinely enjoy places that
intrigue us. To make the spree affordable, it’s essential for us to use frequent-flier miles to cover
most of the air expenses, but Sam threatens to clip our wings for taking undue advantage of
American’s AAdvantage program.Bill immediately confers with Cheryl about response tactics.
The most obvious option is combative confrontation, refusing to yield ground to a fickle bully,
whoever the culprit is. Bill in particular likes this approach viscerally but doubts it will work.
Drawing from his many years of poker experience, he says, “Aggression succeeds when
you’ve got the best hand or can effectively bluff an opponent. We have decent cards in this
case, because of the late, clumsy shift in policy, but they control the awards. They’re holding
pocket aces, known ironically in poker slang as ‘American Airlines’ because of the A.A. initials.
About all we can hope for is a split pot.”Cheryl asks if he could get help from friends in London
at British Airways, one of the major ONEworld alliance partners. Two decades ago, when the
airline was in transition from public to private ownership, Bill served as a management
consultant at the highest levels of the corporation’s marketing, information management, and
strategic planning departments. “Everyone I could call for advice has left now, but I know
something about the power politics of the business. If we overreach, they’ll squash us like
pesky bugs.”After talking through the situation for more than an hour, we decide to try
accommodation, at least at first, to give Sam a chance to fulfill his promise of painless surgery.
When Sam calls back shortly, Bill affects a nonchalant air, asking him for suggestions on
salvaging our travel plans. “We can cut three legs in the United States if you simply pay for
direct, nonstop flights—much better, don’t you agree, Mr. Jamison?—between your home
airport in Albuquerque and your overseas departure city of Los Angeles.”“That’s reasonable,
Sam,” Bill says, not mentioning that we’ve been considering the idea anyway.“Then for some of
the additional frequent-flier miles still in your accounts, we can switch your three flights inside
Australia on Qantas to a separate reward package, removing them from this itinerary.” Bill balks
briefly at this, mostly as a bluff, until Sam offers to rebate some of the miles later.These
changes bring us down to seventeen legs, one of which is the gap, or “open jaw” in airline
lingo, between our arrival and departure cities in Australia, covered now by the separate set of
tickets. In other conversations over the next two business days, Sam encourages Bill to
propose another cut. Bill has one in mind as a last resort—paying for our relatively inexpensive
flights between London and Nice—but he politely protests that a simple break in the itinerary
between destinations should not be counted as a flight segment. Sam asks, almost in
exasperation, “Why aren’t you getting angry with me? Everyone does.”Bill changes the subject
to avoid the question but thinks to himself, “Aha, now he’s beginning to feel defensive.”
Apparently Sam convinces the committee to allow Bill’s point about the open jaw because he
graciously stows the scalpel without mentioning the matter again.By this time we regard Sam
as a genuine ally, a savvy manager trying to balance assistance to customers of his airline
against demands laid down by other airline partners providing us most of our free Business
Class seats. He never implies in any way that he’s caught in the middle of this situation, but it
seems increasingly likely to us. In looking back on the problem after the trip, we suspect the
impetus for the after-the-fact rule change came from a foreign partner, perhaps Qantas, which
unlike the other ONEworld carriers, consistently treated us like hobo freeloaders, often
authorizing only Coach Class tickets and refusing to upgrade them, as Sam said they would,
when Business seats sat empty.In the end, despite the minor glitches, everyone wins. The
committee flexes its muscles, Sam negotiates skillfully, and we keep our itinerary wholly intact,



emerging in fact with more than seemed likely to us before our initial conversation with
Rebecca. For 220,000 frequent-flier miles each, four ONEworld members—American, British
Airways, Cathay Pacific, and Qantas—give us $20,000 worth of Business Class award travel
taking us around the globe to ten countries over thirteen weeks. It takes almost half as many
miles for a similar ticket to just one European city and back, so we feel like we’re absconding
with the little pot of gold at the end of the frequent-flier rainbow.As much as people complain
about the difficulties of collecting awards from frequent-flier programs, neither of us has
encountered many problems in more than twenty different experiences on various airlines. This
time we anticipated more trouble than usual because of all the destinations involved, the need
to construct routes between them on several ONEworld carriers, and the tangle of rules that
govern the travel. Bill spent many hours on the Alliance Web site figuring out which partners
flew where, when, and, most important, how often, knowing that the chances of scoring a ticket
increase in direct proportion to the frequency of flights. He built a preferred itinerary on this
basis and then developed backup alternatives to ensure our flexibility, often one of the keys
required to unlock the treasure chest.The other critical key is making reservations as soon as
possible after they become available, generally about eleven months before the last flight.
Airlines allocate a limited number of seats for reward travel—the main constraint in obtaining
free flights rather than frequently blamed blackout dates—and the early birds claim the spoils.
Bill called the international AAdvantage desk several times to get an exact availability date for
us from different agents. Opinions varied on whether it was 330 or 331 days from the end of
the trip, but the agent who got his attention advised starting a little earlier than either of those
dates because you have two weeks to complete the booking process. Bill selects January 12,
2005, for a launch date, a week ahead of 330 days from a mid-December return, and phones
that morning.On the initial call, he tries to get Qantas seats from Los Angeles to anywhere in
Australia, the most logical first stop geographically. No seating availability at all for the whole
month of September. Then Bill claims a need to rethink plans, hangs up, and verifies this
information with another agent. Rebuffed again, on his third call he goes to backup plan
number one, flying Cathay Pacific to Bali (originally our second stop) and hopping from there to
Australia next. This time the agent is the genial Rebecca, who tells him there is wide-open
availability on Cathay Pacific almost every day of the month. Bill books our departure for
September 18 and proceeds through the rest of the reservations, accepting several changes
as necessary in ideal flight days and routes but otherwise raking in a bonanza more fully and
easily than expected—at least before Sam springs his surprise forty-eight hours later.On the
evening after concluding the final arrangements with Sam, Cheryl tests a few recipes from our
cookbook in progress, The Big Book of Outdoor Cooking and Entertaining, submitted to the
publisher shortly before our departure and released in the spring of 2006, after our return.
When we sit down for dinner to enjoy the dishes—including a spectacular grilled shrimp with
romesco sauce—with a bottle of Cô te du Rhô ne wine, the conversation naturally drifts to our
big trip ahead. Cheryl says, “Sam played a major role in making this happen, didn’t he?”Bill
raises his wineglass and proposes a toast. “To Sam, our favorite amputator.”Cheryl clicks her
glass to his and adds, “A leg man any woman can love.” Our planning for the journey began
four years earlier, in the winter of 2001. Both of us had accumulated about fifty thousand
frequent-flier miles on two airlines, American and Delta. It wasn’t enough yet for a trip abroad—
we don’t do domestic with our valuable miles—but it seemed an apt time to set a goal and start
focusing the collection of additional mileage on one of the two carriers. Early conversations
centered on single countries and regions, mainly India, South America, and Southeast Asia.
One night a little lightbulb blinked on above Cheryl’s head, just as if she were Cathy from the



comics: “Let’s check out around-the-world possibilities. Maybe we can go to all these places
and others, too.”The next morning Bill leaped into the research, first on the Internet and then
on the phone with AAdvantage and SkyMiles representatives. American and Delta both offered
around-the-world rewards in conjunction with foreign airline partners, but at the time at least
the American program appeared broader in scope, less limited in restrictions, and clearer on
the parameters. So he began playing on the ONEworld Web site, constructing fantasy
itineraries to test the feasibility of stringing together a bunch of wonderful destinations. By the
end of the week he told Cheryl, “A brilliant idea. This baby is gonna fly.”“I’ve been thinking,”
Cheryl said, “about the timing. Would it be possible to save up enough miles and arrange our
future work schedule so we could make the trip in late 2005 to celebrate our twentieth wedding
anniversary?”Bill smiled and patted himself on the back. “I sure was smart to marry such a
genius.”Neither of us could be certain at that point whether the timing would pan out, but we
immediately settled on it as our target. From early in our marriage we’ve commemorated major
milestones in our lives with special vacations, focused increasingly over the years on great
eating opportunities. The idea goes back to our wedding, when we wrestled with a choice
between diamond rings for Cheryl or a honeymoon in Kauai, Kyoto, Hong Kong, and Bangkok.
The bank account wouldn’t cover both, and Cheryl ultimately decided on the Pacific escape,
selecting for her finger a more unusual and less expensive band featuring her favorite stone,
blue topaz. It turned out to be a fantastic decision for us, a memory to share forever and an
experience to repeat in different ways over and over.Our tenth anniversary took us only as far
as Las Vegas, but we met up there with three long-term friends who paid more to travel to our
wedding than we did for the event itself. The five of us paraded up and down the Strip on a
neon-lighted New Year’s Eve and grazed our way through the most compelling menus in town
at the time, early in the reign of the all-star absentee chef in Vegas, when Mark Miller and
Wolfgang Puck shared the throne and Emeril Lagasse, still learning to talk good on TV, was
merely a parvenu prince opening his first restaurant in town. Emeril’s suffered from start-up
jitters on our visit (in such obvious ways that the maître d’ comped the dinner), but the kitchen
teams at Miller’s and Puck’s places put together fine spreads.When Cheryl’s fiftieth birthday
approached, she planned a party at La Combe en Périgord, a lovely manor in southwestern
France that serves as the base for annual weeklong culinary adventures we lead in the
Dordogne. Arriving early, we picked up a rental car in Barcelona and carefully collected a
couple of cases of wine for the occasion from small, independent vintners along the French
Mediterranean between Collioure in the south and Bandol on the lip of the Riviera. Many of the
bottles came from Jean-Benoît Cavalier at Château de Lascaux in Vacquières, who greeted us
fresh from his fields in a faded polo shirt and half-zipped work pants, and proudly shared tastes
of all of his handcrafted creations while meticulously explaining the differences in the soils
where he grew each of the grape varietals. At La Combe, Cheryl’s mother and a number of
good friends joined us for a two-day feast covering more courses than you need for a Ph.D. in
gastronomy.For Bill’s sixtieth birthday, he staged an elaborate dine-around at our favorite
restaurants and joints in pre-Katrina New Orleans, beginning with warm-up meals at the Acme
Oyster House, Central Grocery, and Mother’s, then building up the tempo at Galatoire’s,
Uglesich’s, and Brigtsen’s before a rousing climax the final evening at Commander’s Palace.
Totally satiated, we went from there to Orlando to take our young grandkids on a five-day romp
through Disney World, and afterward ended up at baseball spring training in Vero Beach,
Florida, where our Dodgers hone the season’s strategy for losing as many critical games as
possible without being demoted to a bowling league.So we’re not total rubes in putting together
celebratory trips. Still, planning an around-the-world jaunt presented immense challenges,



which excited us from the beginning. For starters, we had to save up money as well as
frequent-flier miles, though we also had to spend the former to accumulate the latter on credit-
card purchases. From the inception of the idea to our departure, every expense possible—
groceries, utility bills, the deposit on a new Volvo C70 convertible, even small stuff such as
Cheryl’s daily postworkout iced tea—went on a Citibank AAdvantage card, always paid off right
away to avoid any burdensome debt. Each of us had cards connected with our AAdvantage
accounts, with second cards for the spouse, and we switched back and forth between them,
accepting upgrades that offered extra miles and tracking progress with every monthly bill. It
took us most of the time available to reach the goal, plopping down the plastic for the last
charge with only months to spare.The most daunting but fun challenge was picking our
destinations, another process begun immediately and not completed until near the end. The
number of places related, of course, to the time available. Two months seemed too rushed and
four months pushed the limits for being out of work. Quick research on the Internet suggested
fall as the best travel season overall for weather, but we wanted to avoid any stragglers from
the summer tourism stampede and hoped to be back for the December holidays. From
sometime in September to mid-December gave us roughly three months to roam, allowing us
an average of nine days for unhurried visits to each of ten countries.One of the early stops, we
decided right off, would be dedicated to a second honeymoon. In these days of any-gimmick-
goes tourism, every town from Calgary to Calcutta hypes itself as a honeymooners’ paradise. If
you fancy getting married locally as well, or require a large hot tub for your reception, the
chamber of commerce has a special bureau to provide you a directory of vendors. The last
time we took the word of a tourism tout, about fifteen years ago in the Caribbean, the ferry left
St. Kitts for Nevis thirty minutes early, with our checked luggage but without us, requiring us to
hire a speedboat to catch up with our bags, which were sitting stranded on the dock in
Charlestown. Our tack since then: Don’t ask and don’t listen.Bali emerged as our choice for the
encore tryst on the basis of little more than romantic hankering. It’s in the Pacific region for one
thing, where we honeymooned before, and the island’s exotic allure has long attracted both of
us. The clincher came when Kathy Loo, a friend who’s been to more places than the Rolling
Stones on tour, told us, “I know a blissful small hotel in Ubud you would love.” Bill looked it up
on the Internet and, sure enough, the resort inn offered a honeymoon package and suite, and
all the sweeter, at an affordable price.After an invigorating date in Bali, we were bound to be
hungry. So the question became, for the rest of our itinerary, where do we want to eat? Even
keeping a tight focus on places with strong local food traditions, rather than worldly
pretensions, our appetites went overboard on the prospects, suggesting enough possibilities to
keep us running like a perpetual-motion machine for a decade. The problem became
elimination, deciding which good options to leave on the table for a future meal. That eventually
included virtually all of Europe, where enjoying food is akin to folk art. Since we visit regularly
and wanted new experiences for this trip, it was cut to a single stop in Nice, scheduled partially
because we needed a layover someplace in the neighborhood to get between South Africa and
Brazil on ONEworld airlines, and also because our favorite hotel anywhere is a couple of hours
away via the autoroute in Les Baux-de-Provence.Brazil ranked as a priority from the beginning,
or at least Salvador, the capital of the northeastern state of Bahia. The historic city boasts a
vibrant Creole culture and cuisine, a fascination of ours for many years, as well as a lively
music scene and beautiful beaches. Of all the tempting destinations in South America, it’s long
been at the top of our wish list. Flights to Salvador go through Rio de Janeiro, so it became a
bonus stop.South Africa fell into place quickly, too. The country’s got game, literally and
figuratively, plus the alluring Winelands, one of the world’s emerging hot spots for creative



cooking and winemaking. Cape Town—lovely by all reports—seemed to warrant some time
and so did a safari, eventually planned in the Eastern Cape near Port Elizabeth rather than the
more popular and expensive area around Kruger National Park. If the safari had been an
overriding interest, our chief focus, we would have gone to Kruger, but traveling to the park
from the distant Cape Town–Winelands region took too much time and money for our
purposes.Thailand excited us on our honeymoon more than our other destinations combined,
and it produces lustfully flavored food, so it easily rated a return. Our last visit was too short
and limited in scope, making it important in this case to stay longer and move around.
ONEworld airlines go only to Bangkok, putting it on our map for sure, and we also decided to
see Chiang Mai and Phuket, the former for its remarkable highlands culture and the latter
because of its spectacular rise in the late twentieth century into international tourism renown.A
friend of Bill’s from college lives most of the year in Chaozhou, China, where he and his wife
own and run a ceramics factory that exports its products to the United States. They have urged
us to visit for years and this could be our only opportunity before they retire. It became definite
when Bill found an article saying the residents love food so much the children used to
memorize and sing a ten-thousand-word ballad just about the local snacks, skipping
completely over all the goose and crab main dishes. Hong Kong provides the best gateway to
Chaozhou, so we add it to our stops.Everywhere else involved compromises and trade-offs. At
first we wanted to linger for a month or more in the South Pacific, New Zealand, and Australia.
That proved impractical for a number of reasons, primarily because the ONEworld airlines
generally serve the South Pacific through cooperative arrangements with other carriers, putting
the flights off-limits for frequent-flier rewards. The only appealing island chain we could reach
without a lot of hassles was New Caledonia, a Qantas port of call relatively close to Australia. It
finally made the cut as a destination due to its French background and relatively unspoiled
setting. New Zealand fell out of the competition around the same time, as we preferred to focus
on Australia, specifically the wine regions near Adelaide and the capital of “Mod Oz” cuisine,
Sydney.In India, the whole enormous country enticed us. Cheryl made a strong pitch for Agra,
the site of the Taj Mahal—“How can we miss, on a twentieth-anniversary trip, the world’s most
famous monument to love?”—and Bill pushed Khajuraho, where Hindu art reached its apex in
the erotic sculpture of the numerous temples—“Talk about love, this place is like a three-
dimensional version of the Kama Sutra.” Both of us wanted to visit Rajasthan, especially the
legendary cities of Jaipur, Jodhpur, and Udaipur, and hoped as well to time our arrival for the
annual camel fair in Pushkar. Given the unpredictable and sluggish state of internal
transportation in India, however, we realized it would take weeks to see these places, and we
simply didn’t have the time on this trip. Ultimately, food ruled. Our flights would go in and out of
Mumbai (formerly Bombay), so a short stop there became a given, and then we chose to head
south to Kerala, known for a spicy, distinctive style of cooking much different from the northern
Indian fare usually associated with the country.Near the end of the planning, we added
Singapore to the itinerary and scratched the Seychelles. Both Singapore and Kuala Lumpur
caused us to dither from the beginning. Modern cities in an international mode, they had little
personal appeal to us beyond the eating possibilities. Singapore got the nod eventually
because of its extraordinary wealth of street food. The Seychelles, a high priority at first, posed
too many problems coming and going. Airline connections from Mumbai, the closest city on our
trip, are wretched, much worse than from Paris, where we find ourselves often enough to travel
to the islands at another time.Ready finally by the fall of 2004 with ample AAdvantage miles
and a preferred list of stops, we waited impatiently for the January 12 booking date, wondering
what was going to fall through the cracks, convinced something would with so many



destinations and flights. When everything goes great with Rebecca, and Sam’s changes turn
out to be minor, relief and elation overwhelm us. For a whole day. Now out of the dreaming and
scheming stage, we’ve got to move on immediately to the hundreds of details that need
attention before our mid-September departure. As soon as our frets about the booking process
fade from our minds, a more urgent question arises: What can go wrong on the trip? The
answer comes from a little demon who hovers above our pillows each night, saying in a giddy
Robin Williams voice, “You dummies! Everyone in the world who didn’t already hate Americans
certainly does at this point after the Iraq fiasco. They also think all Americans are rich, so
thieves will target you. If you escape vitriolic ridicule and robbery, you’ll probably catch an
exotic tropical disease never seen before in the United States. At the very least, an airline will
lose your luggage in an Asian country where the largest clothes on the market wouldn’t fit a
normal American child, much less overindulgent eaters like you.”An omen of the potential
pitfalls arises ominously even before our departure. Only a few nations on our itinerary require
visas in advance of arrival, a formality we expect to be simple and straightforward. It isn’t in the
case of Brazil, our last stop, because the consulate in Houston won’t begin work on a visa until
ninety days before your plane ticket (copy necessary) indicates you will land. Our British
Airways flight gets into Rio de Janeiro on the seventy-eighth day of our journey, giving us a
dozen days in our window of opportunity immediately before our departure from the United
States—during which time our passports have to vacation with the Brazilian bureaucrats in
Texas.The consulate insists on at least five working days for its toil, and five more get lost to
the weekend between working days, the Labor Day holiday, the anniversary celebrating
Brazilian independence from Portugal, and the day between these two holidays, since no one
wants to work then. Bill calls frequently to monitor progress and we start to fear that one of us
will need to fly to Houston to retrieve our passports in person, with or without the visas. Finally,
FedEx delivers all the official documents to our door just forty-eight hours ahead of our first
flight. If we’ve got a maze like this to stumble through before leaving home, what obstacles lurk
ahead in the wide, wide world out yonder?It’s imperative first of all, according to our nighttime
demon, to look un-American, something war enthusiasts have called us at times but nothing
we’ve ever felt or tried deliberately to appear. Our hometown travel store in Santa Fe—the
founding owners of which referred to themselves as “the bag ladies”—helps right away by
selling us luggage tags featuring an image of the Canadian flag; obviously from the copious
supply of these on hand, other travelers have similar concerns. More important, we need to
avoid clothes that announce our nationality: athletic shoes (particularly when worn with white
socks), Top-Siders and most loafers (particularly when worn with no socks), sweat suits, shirts
with button-down collars, khaki pants or shorts, baseball caps, and casual pullovers decorated
with little polo players, alligators, or any other branded emblem, miniature advertising billboards
few other people in the world pay to display.The one allowed exception, definitely American in
tone, is what Bill calls his “bulletproof blazer,” a TravelSmith sport coat that’s completely
indestructible, wrinkle-free, and machine or hand washable. It’s as shiny as an oversized
flagpole at an auto dealership, and almost as suspect in character, but he needs the jacket on
flights and in airports because it contains an array of secret, zippered pockets to securely hold
our wad of airline tickets, passports, cash, and credit cards. The downside of the portable safe
is the risk of losing everything at once if Bill leaves the coat behind somewhere, certainly a
possibility in untoward circumstances.Nothing can prevent stupid mistakes, but we seek
protection from actual pilfering on the streets by leaving all valuables at home, wearing cheap
watches and costume jewelry, and taking big manila envelopes to seal up things placed in
hotel safe-deposit boxes, which will always include our passports, plane tickets, one of our



ATM cards, extra credit cards, and ten one-hundred-dollar U.S. bills. For identification when
we’re out, in the unlikely event it’s ever required, we’ll carry a photocopy of the main page of
both passports on a single sheet of paper. The wallet Bill carries in his back pocket serves only
as a decoy for pickpockets, holding just a little local money and some fake credit cards. With
the real goods stashed unobtrusively in a zippered front pocket, the simple ruse saved us from
disaster once in Barcelona, when a thief in an almost empty bathroom “accidentally” splattered
Bill with urine and pretended to help him clean it off while cleaning out his back pocket instead.
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Sue, “Traveling the world. This is a fascinating travel book filled with tips on international
traveling. Great stories and recipes. I highly recommend this book for anyone who is a travel
buff.”

Esther Schindler, “Armchair travel for foodies. Or maybe armchair food for travelers.. I have at
least three cookbooks by the Jamisons, and all of them are best-of-breed, from the breakfast
cookbook to 
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cooking with smoke

  
  
. So when I saw that they had branched out somewhat into foodie travel, I went out of a way
to pick up Around the World in 80 Dinners. After all, I've bought books that cover everything
from the best gelato shops in Italy to deciphering German restaurant menus.I confess that I'm
a little disappointed. This book is enjoyable... but I'm not so enthusiastic about it that I'll tell you
to go out of your way for it.The premise is fine: the Jamisons save up their frequent flier miles
for a round-the-world trip, and stop in several destinations that have high interest to food fans:
Bali, Australia, New Caledonia, Singapore, Thailand, India, China, South Africa, Provence, and
Brazil. They catalog their adventures both on the touristy side (a safari in South Africa, a
winery tour in Australia) and in food-centric tourist terms (they spend as much time in farmer's
markets as they do in restaurants). Each destination includes the nitty gritty details, so you can
stay at the same hotel or visit the same restaurants they did, as well as one or two recipes
(such as "fried black 'carrot' cake" from Singapore).Somehow, though, it's only okay. If you
picked out any given part of the book, I'd tell you that it's interesting -- these people travel the
way that we do. I certainly enjoy hearing about all the great they have to eat, especially the
street food. I know a lot more about the food (and other) history of each of these areas,
now.But somehow it's as though the authors are self-consciously talking to the audience, in an
as-you-know expository manner that never quite sits well. "...Bill says, marveling, 'What a
fantastic blend of flavors and textures, the seafood with the pork, crunch with silky.' 'You're
right, a winner for sure. [responds Cheryl] It speaks of a culinary sophistication way beyond the
bounds of this humble setting.'" Does anybody talk like that?It's obvious from the text that the
Jamisons took a lot of photos. But you see only a few of them on the front and back cover. I
wish there had been more pictures throughout the book; then, perhaps, the text might have
come to life.The result was that, while I'm glad I read the book, I was very distractable. I took a
couple of breaks, and read two or three other things, rather than gobble down this book. For
me, anyway, it didn't live up to the subtitle of "the ultimate culinary adventure."So if you have
the opportunity to read it... do. But don't put it at the top of your To Be Read Immediately pile.”

Deb Nance at Readerbuzz, “A Nice Little Trip Around the World...of Food. It is their twentieth
wedding anniversary and the Jamisons decide to celebrate by taking a three-month trip around
the world, stopping in places known for their excellent cuisine. The Jamisons make stops in
Bali, Australia, Thailand, India, China, South Africa, and Brazil and find great food in every
country.I had to read this book very slowly so that I could think about all the foods the
Jamisons ate, foods I had never heard of, foods I had to look up. Surprising there are so many
foods in this world that I've never heard of, not even in fifty years. Other than the odd foods, the
other strange thing about this book was the way it was told in first person plural. It felt peculiar
to hear a story told by two people in first person with off-and-on shifts into third person as one
or the other of the Jamisons did something without the other member of the team. A little



disconcerting.But, all in all, a nice little trip around the world...of food.”

The book by Bill Jamison has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 25 people have provided feedback.
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